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Best one yetThis one has got to be the best one so far It tells a
story rather than just about boy meets girl, boy has sex with girl
over and over And the story is fantastic It s a great continuation
from the last books but, introduces new characters with new
agendas I highly recommend this series If you are a fan of J.R
Ward, this is right up your alley Have fun In Darkness
Awakened, the first book of The Order of the Blade, we were
introduced to a group of immortal warriors, known as the
Calydons, cursed with a dark side Each Warrior is destined to
meet his soul mate, so drawn to her, that he is unable to resist
bonding with her..but the lover s destiny is to destroy each
other and everything they care about, the moment the bond is
complete.In Darkness Reborn, we finally get to read Kane s
story The mysterious warrior with Talismans carved all over his
body and no memory of who he is Kane is searching for his
past and he has found his answers with Sarah, his soul mate
But Sarah has her own secrets and wounded history These
two tortured souls must learn to trust each other before they
destroy themselves and the rest of the world.The connection
between Kane and Sarah is instant and strong The scenes
between these two were extremely passionate and fiery Take a
deep breath before you start reading, because I found myself
actually holding my breath several times throughout the story
Stephanie takes us for a emotional ride from the first page till
the very end It s was a roller coaster ride of emotions, action
and non stop adventure There were a few times I even caught
myself yelling at the pages And I loved that there was just a
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touch of humor to help ease the high volume of tension that
was bouncing from the pages Darkness Reborn is an absolute
AMAZING read Some days, I feel like the odd man out that
reader that must be impossible to please Because everyone
else seems to have liked this book Everyone but me I enjoyed
the first couple of installments in this series, but the last one
was a real miss for me A good friend assured me, though, that
the series gets better I won t say that she lied, but I will say this
is clearly a matter of perspective.Much like the last book, I was
excited about the premise Kane has been a dark and brooding
mystery since day one He is heavily scarred and doesn t
remember anything about his life before he joined the Order I
love tortured heroes, especially when I get to see their
salvation through love Unfortunately, how it was executed was
neither something a path I expected or enjoyed.Our heroine is
Sarah She has lived her entire life in fear of the Calydon
warriors who are determined to kill her Her very own brother is
on the verge of succeeding once and for all when Kane hears
her mental cry for help He saves her life and takes her under
his protection She soothes him For the first time he can
remember, he is feeling something other than the blackness
that has been threatening his soul Sarah is a being of light She
gives him peace where he had none before And he vows he
will repay that with gift by assuring her safety And having wild
sex with her.Sarah is afraid to trust Kane She has been burned
before by a man she loved This is not the first time she has
been someone s sheva So the book follows her internal
struggle as part of her wants to give herself over to Kane and
the other, fears she will fall victim to the same violence that
nearly destroyed her years ago.I had a few problems The first
is that the emotional responses from both Kane and Sarah are
totally over the top It reminded me a little of the Christine
Feehan Carpathian books, where everything is just so big and
poetic All of emotions are soul deep The heroine isn t just Kane
s mate, but all that is goodness and light Kane isn t just
conflicted, he is eroded by darkness And again, the crazy need
filled sex bridges the gap This made me roll my eyes As did
Ryland s steadfast devotion Sarah and her special status But
this wasn t was I disliked most.The big mystery here is the
question of who Kane was before he joined the Order Sarah
has her suspicions that play out over the course of the book It
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was the answer that left me put off view spoiler They made our
hero a bad guy Not now, of course, but he killed his wife and
child He was the scourge of the village Who wants a hero like
that Especially when you pair him with a woman whose last
husband tried to do the very same thing It s hard to empathize
with that, much less root for an HEA hide spoiler Darkness
RebornI have loved every single book in this series, but all for
different reasons Yet with Darkness Reborn, Stephanie Rowe
has truly out done herself She s managed to create a unique
read with the fifth book in her Order of the Blade Series, whilst
managing to retain a familiar style, pattern and the wonderful
characters that I have grown to love.In Darkness Reborn, we
follow the many trials and tribulations of the mysterious Kane
and the beautiful Sarah My emotions were constantly in turmoil
as I was successfully sucked into Kane and Sarah s world
Stephanie very effectively developed two amazing characters
that were impossible not to fall in love with I cheered,
celebrated, gasped and was held in a collection of horror states
as the story unfolded For a paranormal romance, in a world of
fantasy, Stephanie Rowe certainly knows how to create a world
so realistic, and so believable that it was impossible not get
caught up in the unfolding drama.Darkness Reborn is a
remarkable story of love, loss and self discovery Perfect
Stephanie Rowe manages yet another great hit She always
manages to write with such passion that it flows off of the
pages and straight into her readers If you like action packed
paranormal romance and you haven t read this series yet, I
have to highly recommend that you do All the stories in this
series have been very intense but this one is the most intense
so far Kane and Sarah are put to test after test and have to
discover if they each have what it takes to overcome all their
obstacles Very action packed, very emotional ride that will
leave you trying to catch your breath for a long time after you
have finished WOW I knew going into this book that Kane had
some crazy stuff happen to him in his past I also knew he was
pretty messed up from all that stuff What I didn t know was just
how seriously messed up both him his past were What a roller
coaster ride I was on while reading this book Sarah is a very
interesting female character and through her story we find out
about Kane, and get some hints into things that might come in
the future books I just love the little hints or teasers if you will
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that Stephanie litters her books with They always make me
crazy anxious waiting for the upcoming releases I was also
surprised that even though this was Kane s story and he was
the main focus, I found myself becoming a major Thano fan I
am kind of glad that I read this in ebook format because I am
afraid I might have ripped the pages in a print book trying to get
to the next page Stephanie Rowe has definitely become a
MUST read author for me and I highly recommend the Order of
the Blade series to everyone. Stephanie Rowe adds another
awesome chapter to the story of the Order of the Blade and
this one is a dark and painful journey into the past of Kane
Santiago I loved this book for the change of pace and the
unexpected surprises along the wayif you love paranormal
romance, this if for you Hot, sexy men and they all have
awesome personalities that keep you coming back for
Stephanie Rowe out did herself this time Kane s book is just
amazing I love the banter between the characters and how
emotionally involved I was Just loved it I am issuing a warning
along with my review for Darkness Reborn, When you sit down
to read the first page, be prepared to keep reading until you
reach the end There are no rest stops on this mad dash
through mystery and myth Full review Talismans Carved On
His Body A Lethal Darkness Amassing Inside Him A Woman
Who Calls To His Spirit On Levels So Intimate And So
Passionate That His Deadened Soul Screams In Agony
Calydon Warrior Kane Santiago Has A Past He Can T
Remember, And A Deadly Legacy Closing In On Him His Only
Chance Is Sarah Burns, A Sensual, Courageous Woman
Fighting To Save Herself And Her Family From An Ancient,
Brutal Evil Sarah Is On The Verge Of Losing Everything, But
She Can T Afford To Trust Kane, Who Is Either The Key To
Her Final Destructionor Her Only Chance Of Survival Bound
Together By A Connection So Deep That It Has The Power To
Bring The Past And All Its Nightmares Back To Life, Kane And
Sarah Must Tap Into The Hearts They Closed Down So Long
Ago Or Lose Everything, Including Their Souls
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